Pedestrian protection system plays an important role in perceptual system of unmanned vehicles and Advanced Drive Assistant System. In order to get more details information about surrounding objects, perceptual system of such kind intelligence system is usually equipped with different sensors, so technology to fuse information of heterogeneous sensors is very important. This paper proposed a novel way to fuse the information of radar and image of camera to realize pedestrian detection and acquire its dynamic information. Contribution of this paper are as following First, a new intra-frame cluster algorithm and an inter-frame tracking algorithm are put forward to extract valid target signal from original radar data with noise. Second, to realize radar-vision data space alignment, least square algorithm is used to get the coordinate transformation matrix. Then with the aid of projections of radar points, a flexible strategy to generate region of interest (ROI) is put forward. Furthermore, to further accelerate detection, an improved fast object estimation algorithm is proposed to acquire a more accurate potential target area based on ROI. At last, histogram of gradient (HOG) features of potential area are extracted and support vector machine is used to judge whether it's a pedestrian. The proposed approach is verified through real experimental examples and the trial results show this method is feasible and effective.
INTRODUCTION
Pedestrian detection is an important research area and attracting more and more researcher's attention. Most
researches[1][2][3][4]
[5] about human or pedestrian detection focus on static image sets in past years and achieve a great progress, especial in deep learning [6] .Compared with artificial features, the features of convolution network is more abstract and robust. However, with the development of a series of key technologies, a lot of intelligence systems emerged, such as unmanned vehicles, autonomous mobile robots and advanced drive assistant system. In such kind of practical application system, both of object's type and coordinate or distance information are needed to measure to get a well comprehension about their surrounding environment. A sensor system based on only vision sensor or radar can't deal with such case well, so multi-sensors are needed. Matthias Serfling et al [7] and S.Gidel et al [8] separately use laser radar and vision to realize pedestrian detection. Lu Yi yue et al [9] also use multi-line laser radar and camera to detect pedestrian. Compared with pure radar or vision system, laser radar-vision fusion perceptual system can take both the advantage of radar to quickly measure object's dynamic information and the ability of vision to recognize obstacle. But laser radar is very expensive and its ability to resist environment disturbance is weak.
To deal with this case, Roman Streubel [10] et al use millimeter wave radar(MMW) and stereo camera to detect pedestrian indoor. Compared with laser radar, besides the small volume and lower cost, MMW radar also has capacity of all-weather working and powerful detection, while stereo vision add the complexity of system. Although Jin Lu et al [11] and Wang, T et al [12] integrate MMR radar and vision to detect on-road obstacles instead of people, they still make some difference in fusion of MMW radar and vision.
This paper use MMW radar and monocular-vision instead of stereo vision to realize pedestrian detection. Compared with laser radar-vision system, the system described in this paper can benefit from MMW radar advantage and it is simpler than method proposed in [10] . Figure 1 shows the process of the proposed method.
Valid target center is extracted from raw radar data through cluster and tracking algorithm. Transformation matrix for space alignment is obtained by least square fitting method, then based on the object's radar point projection and its distance to radar, ROI is extracted from original image and regarded as a candidate area. To speed up the detection further, an improved fast objectness detection algorithm is applied to ROI to get smaller potential target area, then algorithm employed HOG feature [4] and SVM to check whether it's a pedestrian.
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METHODOLOGY 2.1 Extract Valid Radar Target
The working frequency of MMW radar we used is 77GHZ and range resolution is 0.34 meters. It can measure object's multidimension information, such as coordinate, distance and velocity. Different from vehicles or other metal objects, the reflection signal intensity from pedestrian is weaker, especially far distance, so in order to get signal reflected by humans, the detection threshold value of MMW radar must be adjusted lower, meanwhile, it also cause some noise more easily. If we project all of radar original points on image, it will produce many false potential target area and decrease detection efficiency. According to our observation, noise signal is usually unstable while pedestrian signal is stable in time and space. So based on intraframe cluster and inter-frame track information, a program used to filter the noise and extract valid target is present as following  Cluster algorithm is applied to each frame data. Assume that P1(x1,y1,d1) and P2(x2,y2,d2) are two points detected by radar, Considering the cross-section of human and the motion of its legs and arms, if the two points meets equation 1,then they are considered to be reflected by one object.
(
The threshold value of above equation is acquired by experiment. After cluster, we take the average of each cluster data set as their center.
 Build three frames buffer to record normal center and abnormal center in past three frames to track valid target or find new target which occurs filed suddenly. when a new radar frame data is coming, for each data point of this frame, if it's not in the radius of any center of the past three frames, then label it as a outlier point, otherwise normal point .As the speed of human is relative slow, the radius for the past three frames should extend gradually, in our experiment it's 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 meters.
 Applying above cluster algorithm to the normal points set and outliers separately, but only the centers of normal points and its members points are regarded as valid output which will be used in alignment process. As for centers of outliers, if the occurrence times of a certain center exceeds an expected threshold value, it will be added into the normal centers and regarded as a valid target, meanwhile it will participate in tracking next frame, it will participate in tracking next frame, otherwise it will stay in abnormal centers buffer until it be discarded three frames later . Figure 2 shows the original signal of radar. Besides the footprint of three pedestrian which is almost three lines, there are also many noise scatter points. Unlike the stereo vision or other vision system which often need to use extra calibration toolbox to get intrinsic parameters and extrinsic parameters. Considering the complexity of outdoor environment and the vibration of the platform. We take an easy way to get the transform matrix between radar and vision system[11] [12] .According to the pin-hole camera model, the transform equation is described as equation 2, M1 and M2 are intrinsic parameters matrix and extrinsic matrix respectively.
Because radar can only give the X r and Y r coordinate, namely, Z r is zero. So equation 2 can be simplified as equation 3,T denotes the space transformation matrix. 
The object used to sample alignment points is pedestrian, the points used for space alignment are the cluster centers produced by algorithm described in section 2.1. Due to the azimuth resolution, corresponding image point of a certain radar point can't be obtained precisely, so a reasonable method is to take the center of the image area of object as corresponding vision matching point. In our experiment, n = 50. As a sample, results of space alignment is shown in figure 5 .
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Figure 5. Results of space alignment
The asterisk cursor denotes the ideal center of target, the plus sign obtained by transformation matrix refers to the real projection of radar point. In most instances, it works well. However, sometimes the bias is a little big as shown in figure5(c), such case will be compensated by multi-ROI search strategy below.
Generate ROI
In traditional vision detection algorithm, because of uncertainty of the object's size and position in image, sliding windows and multi-scale strategy are often adopted, it produces numerous candidate boxes and leads to a lower efficiency. In order to improve detection efficiency, a region of interest (ROI) generation strategy is put forward based on the projection of radar target point. Considering the alignment bias caused by space alignment above, so the ROI should be larger. Let p(U0,V0) be a projection of radar points, W and H denote the image's width and height,W0 and H0 are the width and height of ROI, (U L ,V L ) and (U R ,V R ) are referred to the top left and bottom right coordinate of ROI area , then the process to generate ROI is described as equation 5 (5) The another benefit of radar-vision system is we can adjust the size of ROI dynamically according to the target's distance to radar as equation 6 suggests (6) The maximum detection distance is 17m. Because minimum HOG feature window is 64×128 in our program, we set the minimum ROI to 80×130.
Based on our experiment observation, the bias between the real center of object and theoretic projection computed by transformation matrix mainly distribute in the direction of U axis.
To deal with this drawback, a multi-ROI search strategy is presented in figure 6 . As the figure 6 shows, ROI_N in figure 6 (b) shows the first ROI area as we talk above, if the vision recognition algorithm doesn't check any pedestrian in this region, then another ROI_L is generated as shown in red rectangle box in figure 6 (a), if it still doesn't find any target, ROI_R in figure 6 (c) will be checked. In the recognition process, if any pedestrian is found then other ROI left will be skipped, otherwise, this radar point will be regarded as false alarm and sent to radar as a feedback.
Objectness Estimation
Objectness [14] is an estimation value which is used to describe how likely an image window covers an object of any category. In most cases, the size of ROI above is about 100× 150, which is much smaller than the original image 480×720. If we apply slide window and multi-scale detection algorithm to this ROI directly, we need to detect at least 50 slide windows. In order to accelerate the sequence detection, we employ fast binarized normed gradients (BING) [15] feature to estimate objectness of these slide windows before extract histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [4] feature from them. Considering the size of ROI and our detection object is pedestrian, we follow original steps [15] to training BING model and do some change which are listed as follows:
 Replace the training data set with INRIA pedestrian data set  Besides original sampling mechanism, the negative training data set of INRIA is added as pure negative sample. BING feature of any sample extracted from these image is labeled negative sample.
Because of shape character of human, the quantized window sizes [15] is restricted to 16×16~256×256
After train is done, save the model locally. The model is visualized as figure 7 (a). During test, the only parameter need to be set is the number of proposal boxes like shown in figure 7 (b). it is 30 at most in our experiment.
(a) (b) Figure 7 . BING model and proposal result demo
HOG and SVM
HOG [4] feature is a classical feature proposed by Dalal and used to detect human firstly. This feature is insensitive to illumination and slight deformation. As last step, HOG feature is extracted from each proposal box and then it will be classified by SVM classifier which is pre-trained.
EXPERIMENT & RESULTS
The image's size of the camera is 780×480 and Frequency of camera is 30 Hz. Matlab and Visual Studio platform is used to process radar data and image. We use the default pedestrian detector of opencv library to finish the pedestrian recognition. The maximum effective detection range of our trial radar for pedestrian is 17 meters. To verify our algorithm, we imitate the behavior of pedestrian, including going straight, retrograde, crossing the street, turning and so on. This results show our algorithm is feasible. We test about 3780 frames, the averaged processing time is about 25ms while time of algorithm without objectness estimation is about 40ms,this demonstrate our algorithms is effective and real-time. The recall rate is about 81% which is slightly low, the main reason to low recall rate is the intensity of pedestrian radar signal is too weak to detect it by radar under far distance case, another reason is we employ a simple HOG feature and classifier to save detection time.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a method based on fusion of MMW radar and vision to detection pedestrian on road .To obtain stable and valid pedestrian radar signal ,an algorithm for valid target extraction is designed. An easily-implemented space alignment method is introduced. Based on result of space alignment, a novel ROI generation strategy is described. In order to speed detection, an improved objectness estimation method is applied to local ROI. The experiment results show that the method is feasible, practical and real-time for on-road pedestrian detection under simple environment conditions. This method also has a reference value to the engineering application. In next step, we consider replace the classifier with a strong classifier like CNN to improve the recall rate. 
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